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SEEKING TRUTH IN HISTORY, ADVANCING EQUITY IN THE ARTS

"We remember, not just for the sake of yesterday,
But to take on tomorrow."
~Amanda Gorman, from "New Day's Lyric"
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2022 is here!

For many of us, the energy of new beginnings feels like a sweet invitation to
create ourselves afresh—an opportunity to design something different, to
make a clean start!
Our clean fresh start begins with revoicing our message. A bolder message, with more
urgency. A call to action that holds us all accountable—each one of us—in telling more
truthful, more inclusive stories. Stories that inspire, stories that connect, and stories that
heal. Stories of diverse and varied voices that add to an already-existing American
symphony of strength and beauty. We are telling the stories of our musical hidden
figures—artists of color, whose achievements history intentionally buried but whose
legacy will be hidden no more. That is the work of The Denyce Graves Foundation.
Our foundation is almost a year old! We’ve made incredible strides and have so very much to be proud of. We’re offering to the
classical music industry—and to the world—a more inclusive and truthful telling of our history. We are deeply committed to
shining a light on our unsung kings and queens of song.

The disruption of the pandemic made me recognize that I want to—and must—do more. In the formation of DGF, I enlisted the
support of a start-up team, an extraordinary Board of Directors, an outstanding Education/Program Committee, along with
advisory and artistic committees comprised of members with the highest level of experience and expertise.
Armed with this A-Team, we are standing up a foundation focused on the intersection of American history, social justice, and the
arts. After 35 years on the stage as a story-teller, I choose now to tell the important stories of real people—great individuals,
classical vocal artists of excellence and achievement who contributed so much to our collective cultural experience.
It has been humbling to learn about the lives of Sissieretta Jones, Elizabeth Taylor Greenfield, Fred Thomas, Mary Cardwell
Dawson, and the vast number of other spectacular hidden musical figures who blazed a trail for today’s marginalized singers. We
are compelled to recognize their contributions to America. It falls on us to share their stories of triumph through adversity with
the world. In celebrating their stories, we bring people together through the lens of classical music. I believe that when we are in
the presence of greatness and beauty, the judgmental mind stops and a space opens up that centers our hearts and connects us.
Music has the power to do this. Art has the power to do this. Beauty beyond words unites us.
Each day offers us an opportunity to love more, to express more, to share more of who we are. I wish you all health, prosperity,
love, and self-expression—four great pillars to anchor our souls. For every great country, art is at the center of everything—it is
what stands and endures. People have preserved and cherished art because it is what holds us together. If we don’t cherish the
arts, we’re hollowed out as a nation.
So here at DGF we are committed to equity in the arts, to truth, to excellence, and to celebrating all who drive these virtues
forward. We will enlighten with the stories we tell and elevate the lives and work of singing artists at all stages of their careers
while honoring the history and contributions of those who have gone before. We are excited to begin this important work!
I agree with Dr. David Viscott who wrote:
The purpose of life is to discover your gift.
The work of life is to develop it.
The meaning of life is to give your gift away.
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Make sure you follow us at: https://www.thedenycegravesfoundation.org
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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
January and February are known for their winter chill and dreary nature here in the Northeast. In the
Bleak Midwinter is a carol that always sticks in my mind long past the holidays. For that reason - even
though many of you may live in southern or western states where warmth and sunlight are plentiful - we
decided that this edition of the Quarter Note should dispel the midwinter darkness by focusing a
spotlight on our team and supporters, along with all that is brilliantly shining at The Denyce Graves
Foundation.
It might seem an unfortunate choice that February, the shortest month of the year, is also Black History
Month; with so much to acknowledge, these 28 days just remind us of how much more we need to learn.
In truth, there is a good reason for February: the precursor for Black History Month was Negro History
Week, created in 1926 by Dr. Carter G. Woodson; it spanned the February birthdays of both Abraham
Lincoln and Frederick Douglass, leaders widely admired by Black communities in Woodson's time.
Though far too brief, we hope that Black History Month brings some much-needed extra attention to our
nation’s complicated cultural heritage since the time of slavery. Sadly, there are hidden figures
throughout America’s history and, at DGF, we focus on the African American singers whose stories have
been intentionally left out of the history books. It’s time we took a long hard look at ourselves and accept
that we should be celebrating Black History Century, at the very least. In our "Read More About It"
section (p.10), we offer a bit of information on the history of Black History Month and two links to some
great related reading. It is time we finally embraced the truth, with all its richness and horrors, and let
that inform how we move forward from here as a society. Looking forward with hope and determination
is yet another way to dispel the darkness.
In addition to letting you know what’s new at DGF since last October (p.7), we are featuring some of our
valuable contributors - from volunteers to staff to board members. As you read on, you will be
introduced to the indefatigable Justin E. Bell (p.6), the youngest founding member of DGF, whose wideranging interests and skills belie his age. You will also meet the remarkable, world-famous transplant
surgeon, Dr. Robert Montgomery, who sits on our board of directors. Earlier this month, I had the
pleasure of interviewing him and learning more about his very special relationship to DGF (p.5). One of
our staunchest supporters is the indomitable Ruby Hearn (p.8), whose fascinating life is profiled here by
one of our valuable volunteers, Jill McGovern. And, finally, you will hear from Symone Harcum,
another DGF founding member who is now enjoying a promising singing career; her experiences as a
young professional have especially helped shape our program Generations in terms of understanding the
needs of today’s emerging artist singers. Her story about "being in the room" (p.9) is essential reading
for all opera industry professionals today.
In spotlighting some of the terrifically talented people who make up the inner world of DGF, I hope that
you will be inspired to join us in any way you can. As we share stories of America’s hidden musical
figures with you, please share our story with your friends, family, and colleagues. Consider making a
donation to help us keep our mission front-and-center as we begin the work of bringing our programs to
life, setting the stage for true representation in American classical vocal arts.
~KBE
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Did You Know…?
…that Mary Cardwell Dawson, founder of the
National Negro Opera Company in 1941, moved her
organization from Pittsburgh to Washington, D.C. in
1942? She organized opera guilds in Baltimore,
Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Washington, D.C.,
Newark, and New York and kept her opera company
going for over 20 years, providing performance
opportunities for over 1800 singers of color. In 1961,
Dawson was appointed to the National Music
Committee by President John F. Kennedy.
…that the highly acclaimed soprano, Dorothy
Maynor, a graduate of an HBCU (now Hampton
University) and Westminster Choir College, sang at
the inaugurations of two U.S. Presidents (Truman and
Eisenhower) and committed over 100 opera roles to
memory but never appeared on an opera house stage?
Deeply committed to her craft, she founded the
Harlem School of the Arts and became the first
African American board member of the Metropolitan
Opera in 1975.

Have You Seen…?
...that DGF created a beautiful 2022 Hidden
Voices Calendar? This informational calendar
features12 extraordinary classically trained
singers of color who found ways to achieve
musical excellence despite systemic racial
discrimination. If you are unfamiliar with these
artists, please read more about them in our
calendar. Soon, we will be offering more indepth features about them on our website, with
links to take you to even more fascinating
information about their exceptional lives. DGF
is committed to sharing America’s hidden
musical figures with the world so that they will
be hidden no more. Will you join us in
spreading the word about these remarkable
trailblazers?
It’s time their voices were finally heard!
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BOARD MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
NYU LANGONE HEALTH
ROBERT MONTGOMERY - DIRECTOR, NYU LANGONE TRANSPLANT INSTITUTE
Three years ago, doctors told Dr. Montgomery, who has a rare, progressive disease
of the heart muscle, that he needed a transplant. He joined more than 106,800
Americans in organ-transplant purgatory, waiting for a donor organ—a wait 17
people fail to outlast each day. "This paradigm just isn't working," he says. "We need
a renewable, unlimited source of organs."
Dr. Montgomery has devoted much of his 20-plus years as a transplant surgeon to
that end. He pioneered the use of organs from donors infected with hepatitis C
and performed the first "domino paired donation," which combines two or more
donors and recipients in a kidney swap. In September, he and his team succeeded
in transplanting a genetically-engineered pig kidney into a human body (since it was
a test case, the recipient was a patient who had lost brain function). The body did
not reject the kidney, and over a 54-hour test run, the pig organ performed like a
normal human kidney. He expects a similar procedure to be performed on a live
patient in the next year or so. Montgomery is optimistic that within a decade, pig
organs will be a viable option for those on dialysis or in need of a kidney transplant—
and eventually hearts, lungs and other organs. ~Kerri Anne Renzulli, Newsweek

Dr. Robert Montgomery

Newsweek: Dr. Robert Montgomery Among ‘America’s Greatest Disruptors’

Q: Have you always been interested in classical music - specifically, opera?
A: Absolutely not! I’m a rock & roller but I always had an ear for music, you know? When Denyce and I met each other
on an airplane, she asked if I knew anything about opera (because I had no idea who she was), and I responded, “Only
what I know from watching Bugs Bunny!” She was not impressed. So I asked her if she knew anything about surgery!
She replied, “No, not a thing.” So I said, “OK, I’ll come and watch you sing in an opera and you come and watch me do
a surgery.” And we did! It took about a year and a half, but we did do that.
Q: And did you find that you liked opera, after all?
A: I love opera. As soon as I heard it, I loved it; I just had never been exposed to it. As a kid, it wasn’t what was going
on, you know? I grew up the youngest of four boys and my brothers were heavily into the whole culture of the 60s with
rock & roll, so that’s kind of what I grew up listening to.
Q: Other than your incredibly talented wife, what was it that drew you to DGF?
A: Well, DGF was conceived during the tumultuous year of George Floyd and Covid and all that was going on in the
world. We were both reacting to it at the same time. I certainly saw it through Denyce’s eyes and through [daughter]
Ella’s eyes and it had a profound effect on me. At the same time, I was putting together my own plans for what to do
with the five hospitals that I run surgery in and so we were both just really tuned into the “eye” of what was happening
with social justice and these forgotten hidden figures—that whole story just resonated. I saw the impact on Denyce as a
teacher—her style of teaching is to get really involved in the lives of her students. As a result, I was always around her
students, too, seeing what they were going through. It all just really resonated with me. So, when Denyce asked if I
would consider being on the board, I said, “Of course. I’d love that. It’s such an important thing.”
Q: What about DGF’s programs do you find most interesting? Is there one that stands out as more important?
A: I’ll preface my answer by saying, “It’s all important.” I’m an academic surgeon and I oversee a residency program
with medical students and I’m very interested in education and training, and giving students opportunities. So the
aspect of the Foundation that considers how to even the playing field for young singers and give them an opportunity
that they otherwise might not have—I see this as extremely important. But really, it’s all important.
FEBRUARY 2022
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Q: You are clearly a person who seeks and finds solutions to complex problems in the medical arena. Is this a talent
that you can apply to what DGF is trying to achieve (especially as you sit on the board of directors)? Do you feel that
you have been able to do this already this past year?
A. Well, it’s interesting because, you know, I run organizations and have done that for a while. Denyce has been more
of an independent contractor who does gigs. It’s been very interesting to watch her learn about managing people and
leading; it’s just not something that’s been part of her training or career. It’s a completely new thing for her, requiring a
new skill set. I would say that we talk a lot about the challenges of that. I’m very aware that these things are complex. I
think it’s been helpful to be able to give my opinions on things that she deals with on a day-to-day basis in running an
organization. And for us it’s ever-present. There’s no separation—I come home every day and I hear about her trials
and tribulations and she hears about mine.
Q. How would you describe DGF’s mission to a friend? Is it difficult to do?
A. I think the mission has evolved. I believe it is about hidden figures and telling history the way it actually happened—
acknowledging major omissions regarding historical events involving Black people. Getting that right and telling these
stories is where this started. But now of equal of importance is the other programming that gives young people an
opportunity to have some of the advantages that others already have. This is of great import as well. I think it all has a
lot to do with social justice and with providing an even playing field for young artists, giving them opportunities. And the
work with HBCUs is very much about that, too. It’s a lot about the Black experience in America and in giving voice to
many things that history has not recognized or been kind to. Plus, it’s also about investing in the next generation.
Q. Where do you see DGF in two to five years?
A. I think it’s about to take off! I think it’s poised to be a standard-bearer, an organization that everyone knows about
and that garners a tremendous amount of support. It’s got the right message at the right time and it’s taking wing right
now.

SPOTLIGHT ON A FOUNDING
TEAM MEMBER
Meet Justin E. Bell - one of those rare, über-talented people who can light up a
room with his smile. He is a gifted public speaker and represents DGF powerfully
when called to do so. Despite his years, this young man’s composure,
thoughtfulness, and professionalism carry across many disciplines, from his
production work to his writing, singing, and mature insights as a member of
DGF’s Education/Program Committee. When Justin speaks (or sings!), you are
compelled to listen. ~KBE
Justin E. Bell, tenor, is a multifaceted artist who uses his many passions and talents
to bring a light in the world around him. A senior double-major studying Voice
Performance and Choral Music Education at The University of Southern
Mississippi, he has proven himself exceptional, handling a full college schedule
while overseeing the production needs of The Denyce Graves Foundation, serving as Assistant Public Relations and
Marketing Manager for Classical Singer Magazine/CS Music, and producing the online show, Cooking with Denyce—all the
while maintaining an active performance schedule. A first-place winner in the NATS National Student Auditions, the young
tenor has performed both nationally and internationally. In summer 2021, Justin was honored to work in the Artistic
Department at The Glimmerglass Festival as Artistic Associate, serving as a resource to guest artists, music staff, and
participants in the Young Artists Program during the unique season “Glimmerglass on the Grass.” He was also recently heard
as a soloist in Handel’s Messiah with the Gulf Coast Messiah Chorus. Justin is grateful for the opportunity to perform, and he
plans to pursue his Master’s in Voice beginning Fall 2022.
FEBRUARY 2022
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WHAT'S NEW
AT DGF?
We created a 2022
Hidden Voices calendar
in December,
celebrating 12
groundbreaking
American classical
singers of color whose
names and stories need
to be shared and brought
to prominence. You can
find a digital version on
our website.

DGF filed Form 1023 and is
now waiting for official
nonprofit certification
from the IRS. In the
meantime, donors may
continue to contribute
through our
501(c)(3)-designated
fiscal sponsor, NYFA.
Simply click on the
DONATE button here
or visit our website.

DGF Founder, Denyce Graves, is being honored by Young
Audiences New York (YANY) at their 70th anniversary
gala being held on March 1, 2022!
Award-winning actor Richard Thomas is hosting the gala as
a long-time supporter of YANY, which he says, “exposes
young people to the wonderful humanizing qualities of the
arts, even if they don’t become artists. You are never too
young to fall in love with the arts.” Denyce is one of three
honorees “who represent excellence in business and the
arts."

DGF’s Board of Directors has added three standing
committees to focus energy on structural and
financial strategies for the foundation. The board also
added two advisory committees (Development and
Education/Program); an Executive Director Search
Committee was also formed.
Members of DGF’s Board of Directors attended a
performance of Porgy & Bess at the Met (with Denyce
in the role of Maria) before holding its November
meeting at Lincoln Center.
The Education/Program Committee, chaired by
Damien Sneed, met for the first time in November to
begin refining our programs and initiatives to ready
them for pilot runs.

Subcommittees have been formed for each of our two
programs (Hidden Figures-Hidden Voices and
Generations) and for our HBCU initiative (Shared
Voices). All subcommittees met for the first time in
January and are making good progress towards our goal
of launching pilot programs this year!

DGF has established a
partnership with the
Metropolitan Opera to
collaborate on
community engagement
related to our hidden
musical figures and to
help set in motion our
Shared Voices initiative.

We’re currently laying
the groundwork for
future collaborations
with both the
Smithsonian Institution
and the Library of
Congress that will
increase the impact of
our programs.

YANY Gala Information

DGF Founder, Denyce Graves, has also been named a
2022 recipient of an Opera News Award to be presented
on April 3, 2022!
(Says Opera News Senior Editor Louise T. Guinther,
“Mezzo-soprano Denyce Graves has made her mark on the
world of opera and beyond, not only through her unique
vocal artistry but as an eloquent ambassador for the arts, a
dedicated educator, and a champion of America's
underrepresented cultural heritage.” Opera News Awards)

DGF is currently working out the details of a generous,
unrestricted grant from the Ford Foundation’s Office of
the President. Funds may be received as early as the
beginning of March.
DGF has received encouraging interest in its Shared
Voices initiative as a potential recipient of a targeted
grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

Opera News Awards Information
FEBRUARY 2022
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CELEBRATING OUR SPONSORS

Spotlight on Dr. Ruby P. Hearn
Dr. Ruby Hearn, member of the Advisory Committee of the Denyce Graves
Foundation, first met Denyce in her studio at the Peabody Conservatory in
Baltimore. An enthusiastic opera lover, Ruby saw Denyce perform the title role
of Carmen in 1995, Graves’ inaugural year at the Metropolitan Opera. It was clear
to Ruby that she was witnessing one of the world’s great mezzo-sopranos; her
awareness of Denyce’s role as a Peabody faculty member would come later,
however.
A last-minute invitation to one of Denyce's master classes several years ago
gave Ruby the rare opportunity to observe the teacher in action, as Denyce
magically transformed a student's colorless rendition of an aria into an inspired
interpretation. In that memorable moment, Ruby realized that Denyce was not
just a consummate performer but also a compassionate teacher. She became a
fan and, over time, a friend.
Music has always been a part of Dr. Hearn's life. Growing up in the South, she
sang in her church choir and took piano lessons, and she regularly listened with
her mother to the Saturday afternoon radio broadcasts from the Met. The
acclaimed soprano Dorothy Maynor, who performed in local segregated
venues, was once an overnight guest of Ruby’s family in Pine Bluff, Arkansas
where her parents taught at what was then the Arkansas Agricultural, Mechanical
and Normal (AM&N) College.
Education was of paramount importance in Ruby's home and, to ensure that she escaped the inferior segregated schools of
Atlanta where the family lived at the time, Ruby was sent to boarding school in Massachusetts when she was fourteen years
old. There, her education was enhanced by a nurturing environment, and her musical education was enriched daily by hearing
Scarlatti sonatas played by the school’s music teacher in the library before breakfast!
Throughout her undergraduate and graduate studies (that led to a Ph.D. in Biophysics from Yale University), Ruby recognized
the need for improved education for all students, particularly for those from diverse backgrounds. As a senior executive at
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, she created, among other initiatives, exemplary mentorship programs that paired
new, underrepresented minority health professionals with established leaders and researchers to give them a full array of the
tools needed for academic success.
Since that Master Class at Peabody, Ruby has become a steadfast supporter of Denyce's vocal studio. Last year, when she
learned that Denyce had created a nonprofit foundation with the dual mission of honoring musicians of color whose
accomplishments had not been acknowledged, and of mentoring exceptionally talented opera singers of color early in their
careers, Ruby eagerly extended her support to the fledgling foundation.
The idea of recognizing accomplished artists of color—like Dorothy Maynor—appeals to Ruby, and the goal of expanding an
artist's power beyond performance especially resonates with her. For Denyce, Ruby's deep understanding of the nonprofit
world and the impact of philanthropy, as well as her devotion to opera, makes her an ideal person to serve on the Denyce
Graves Foundation’s Advisory Committee. What serendipity that Dr. Hearn attended that magical Master Class!

FEBRUARY 2022
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"BEING IN THE ROOM"

Stories & Insights from Emerging Artist Singers
By Symone Harcum
As we know, diversity or, more specifically, the lack thereof, has been the hot topic of the past
few years. A new generation of “change makers” in social justice has focused its efforts—and the
eyes of a nation—on the deep-seated issues of inequity in our socioeconomic systems. The
opera industry, while not completely in the hot seat, has certainly not been exempt from
scrutiny. Just one of the ripple effects of the national movement towards equity in the arts has
been the empowerment of artists to tell their stories about the issues they’ve faced.
There is no shortage of instances where artists at all stages of their careers have experienced
blatant bias due to the racist, sexist, or homophobic ideas of their industry’s decision makers.
I’ve been lucky, to this point, not to have experienced conscious bias on this level. In fact, of
those for whom I’ve worked, I only have good things to say about their character, both personally
and professionally. I have felt completely supported and encouraged by them and would

never have thought it possible that I might be overlooked for a professional opportunity due to any irrelevant aspects of my
physical appearance, especially my skin color…until it happened.
I was in a situation where I was speaking with an artistic director—very casually—about potential casting for their opera company’s
upcoming season. Now, this is a person who has shown the utmost confidence in my artistry and has proved it, both through
offered contracts and recommendations. At a certain point in the conversation, they started thinking out loud and named two
major roles which they’d be happy to offer me. Then they came to Cinderella and exclaimed, “You could totally sing the
stepsister!” However, they stopped and followed with, “Oh but, we already hired the other sister. She’s white so that won’t work.”
For a moment, I froze but then responded, “Shouldn’t we be going for the Brandy/Whitney Houston version of Cinderella? It’s way
better!” They laughed and said, “Oh, duh!” And I got the contracts. Just like that.
I came away from this interaction with a brand-new perspective. I’d seen the “boogeyman” and he wasn’t this great racist ghoul,
needing to be #canceled; he was someone who truly meant no harm, who was unconsciously influenced by a limiting thought. I
also realized how rare a situation that was and how it could have gone under more “normal” circumstances (i.e., had we not been
on friendly terms). I would have been considered for those roles based on my merit but very likely would’ve been denied them
based on outdated conventions that this person didn’t even consciously support. A limiting thought can be easily redirected by
someone with a different perspective if that someone is in the position to do so.
For the sake of the point, let’s set aside the abnormality of my situation (i.e., the potential hire having a say in the hiring decision).
Had this scenario played out similarly but with us speaking about a different singer, my response would’ve still been the same. I
would’ve been “the person in the room” reminding everyone that familial ties are not racially confined and nobody cares
(especially in a fairy tale) if the sisters are the same color. However, generally, there isn’t a wide enough variety of people in the
circle of decision makers to offer sufficient differing perspectives. Herein lies my take on the problem: Lack of diversity begets
lack of diversity. At every stage. In a perpetual cycle.
Here’s how I see it:
A non-diverse group hires a non-diverse cast and creative team. That creative team builds a show tailored to a non-diverse
audience and the cast portrays a non-diverse group of characters. All of this is, of course, preceded by the lack of diversity in our
country’s recorded history. The exclusion of historical accounts of successful minorities in the field leads to a lack of precedent.
The result is that the industry perpetuates the notion that inclusive hiring is a groundbreaking feat when, by now, it should be the
norm.
The Denyce Graves Foundation is here to address exactly this sort of issue. By acknowledging the precedents already set by
America’s hidden musical figures over the last century, we can use that history to enlighten and inform how the industry needs to
achieve true representation for today’s singers now. It cannot come soon enough.
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Read More About It:
The History of
Black History Month

Hopefully, taking a month to discover more
about our whole history will inspire us to
continue learning what we’ve missed.
There is a wealth of information out there to
explore.
Click on the pictures below and read on:

Since 1976, February has been officially recognized in the U.S.
as Black History Month. For many today, Black History Month is
regarded as a time to celebrate the historical achievements of
African Americans, to acknowledge the horrific origins of
oppression Black people have suffered in this country, and to
reflect on how far we’ve come on the journey towards true
racial equality.
Here at DGF, we celebrate Black history all year long, as it is
fundamental to our mission. We believe that Black history is
American history and is integral to our American identity.
However, in honor of the national tradition, we’d like to take a
moment to look at the origins of Black History Month and the
man who started it all.
Dr. Carter G. Woodson, the second African American to earn a
doctorate from Harvard University, was objectively one of the
most prolific and dedicated historians of his time. In 1915, Dr.
Woodson founded what is now The Association for the Study
of African American Life and History (ASALH). Throughout his
career, he observed the state of America’s educational system
and held the view that its teaching was extremely detrimental
to Black students. In 1926, Dr. Woodson launched Negro
History Week, to be celebrated the second week in February, in
an effort to make up for the shortcomings inherent to the
American educational curriculum. With the help of Black
educators and activists like W.E.B. Du Bois, and supported by
the faith and arts communities, Negro History Week continued
to grow in popularity and acceptance. Fifty years later, it
officially became Black History Month.

FEBRUARY 2022

Howard University History Professor and
former ASALH National President,
Daryl Michael Scott writes about the origins of
Black History Month

Dr. Woodson's book is a detailed account of
the long-standing suppression of Black history
and how that reinforced the continued illusion
of an inferior Black race. This very issue led
Dr. Woodson to dedicate his life and work to
the telling of Black history.
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Winter Warmers
European-style Thick Hot Chocolate!
Ingredients:
(serves 2)

8 oz. of semi-sweet, high-quality chocolate bars (preferably 60-70%
dark and not chips!), chopped or crushed into bits
2 cups whole milk, or a combination of milk and light cream (or
substitute creamy oat, soy, coconut, or other creamy plant-based milk)
Sugar or maple syrup to sweeten, as needed

Optional: To create a richer, mocha flavor, just substitute a quarter cup of
black coffee for an equal amount of milk.
Optional: Add a dollop of real whipped cream to top it off.

After the hat and
mittens come off, what
is the best way to melt
that chill?

Instructions:
In a medium saucepan over medium-low heat, whisk the milk mixture until
quite warm and small bubbles appear around the edges. Do not allow the
mixture to boil.
Remove saucepan from the heat and stir in the chopped chocolate. Whisk
until the chocolate is melted and incorporated into the now-frothy milk.
Return to low heat if needed to fully melt the chocolate. Sweeten to taste
and pour into a mug or cup. Top with whipped cream and you will have a
decadently thick, creamy, European-style drinking chocolate to savor as
you warm up! (Note: If your spoon can stand upright in your cup, you’ve
done it right!)

Sophie’s Corner
As the official DGF doggo, I see the world
differently from you humans. For example, I don’t
see color! I smell the world differently too, but we
won’t go there.

Did you know that nearly all DGF’s work is done
remotely? They use something called "Zoom"
but I haven’t the remotest idea what that is! My
job also involves Zooming: running around,
returning thrown sticks. I'm a Good Girl, so I
always bring them back ASAP (“as soon as
pawsable”). That’s my kind of Zoom - and I’m
very good at my job!
FEBRUARY 2022

My PhiloSophie:
Tails are for wagging
Tales are for sharing
Biscuits are for snacking
&
People are for caring
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DONATE TO DGF TODAY
It's not how much we give
but how much love we put
into giving....
-Mother Teresa

Your support will help us draw attention to those who fight to change the world for the
better through their music. In donating to DGF, you will be part of the transformation,
seeing our arts become more representative, more equitable, and welcoming to the world
around us.

FOLLOW US:

www.thedenycegravesfoundation.org
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